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list of islands and peninsulas of hong kong wikipedia - hong kong comprises the kowloon peninsula and 263 islands
over 500 m 2 the largest being lantau island and the second largest being hong kong island ap lei chau is one of the most
densely populated islands in the world, touring the outlying islands hong kong tourism board - a city with a past as long
and colourful as hong kong s surely holds many secrets but perhaps its extensive outlying islands are its best kept ones
many of these rustic islands are less than an hour s travel from the downtown but offer a complete change of pace with old
villages serene temples mountain paths and rugged coastlines, 4 best outlying islands in hong kong a cruising couple 4 best outlying islands in hong kong 1 lantau island if you arrive in hong kong by air i guess most of you do you will pass by
lantau island when you travel all the way downtown as hong kong international airport is located on chek lap kok off north
lantau, islands around hong kong - make your way along to st stephen s beach at stanley and you ll be able to rent a
small boat for a 30 minute ride to tiny po toi island sometimes called hong kong s south pole about 30 years ago the island
had a resident population of about 1 000 people, islands hong kong tourism board - hong kong s collection of islands in a
warm sub tropical climate makes it an ideal place to pursue an interest in aquatic sports or even try one for the first time it s
a great way to develop a different perspective on the city, hong kong day trips to lesser known islands island - the ferry
to the island is brimful of merry hong kong day trippers families hikers and campers with only a lone gwai lo meaning white
devil or ghost person aboard, secret islands in hong kong time out hong kong - explore the hidden side of hong kong s
amazing island life from grass island to tung ping chau follow our guide and discover what hong kong s outlying islands
have to offer, hong kong island vs kowloon where to stay tripsavvy - the heart of hong kong a little like manhattan hong
kong s north shore is the financial and entertainment hub of hong kong packed with some of the tallest skyscrapers in the
world it s this cluster of buildings that has made images of hong kong famous around the world, hong kong island
wikipedia - hong kong island chinese cantonese yale h ungg ng d u is an island in the southern part of hong kong it has a
population of 1 289 500 and its population density is 16 390 km as of 2008, hong kong what is known for islands - hong
kong restaurantseat dim sum the dumpling heart of hong kong cuisine which is usually served from early morning till about 5
p m the island shangri la s summer palace offers perhaps the most exquisite dim sum in the city
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